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Minimalism,
minimalist
but
loud, chinese mimalism, we
kind of really like minimalism

We
speak ...
English
French
Italian
Arabic
Spanish
Ukranian

Armenian
Mandarin
Cantonese
Tagalog
Romanian
Portuguese

a modern make up logo
Transitional
Psychedelic
Street Art
Brutalism
Bauhaus
Modern
Swiss
Retro
Punk

Our favorite
softwares...

With all the Time
we saved on
commutinG...

These 3 years in OSTMH
The auto-save feature
Health and life
The internet
Behance
Music

After Covid,
we will ...
We mostly want to be
with our friends and we
want to travel
Experience life
to the fullest
Go to concerts
and conventions
Party and club

Our favorites
cities are...

We sleep, slept, stayed in bed a bit
longer and then slept some more!
Extra time to work and organize tasks
More time to complete work
Focused more on myself
More time to draw
Started knitting
Relaxed
Nothing

We thank our parents,
families, all our teachers
and our friends.

Graphic or
Web Design?
Graphic (85%)
web (15%)

We really love
New York! And also
Paris and Montreal
Charlottetown
Florence
Capetown
Tel Aviv
Toronto

Donguan
Berlin
Boston
Seoul
Cairo

MICROMEDIA 2021

We were born in ...

A Survey

So grateful for and
special thanks to ...
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2021

Class of

If we were a
design style...
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SERENA
SERENAALFANO
ALFANO

“WHERE YOU ARE
RIGHT NOW IS
EXACTLY WHERE YOU
NEED TO BE”.

ABOUT ME
Hi! My name is Serena. I’m a soonto-be graphic design graduate at
Vanier college, specifically in
the OSTMH program. With my skills
in Illustrator and InDesign, I particularly enjoy working on cover
design, poster design, social media content, promotional work, advertisements and print work!
I’ve always had a creative side,
but always thought of it as more of
a hobby, making little creations
for fun, on my free time. Deciding
to study graphic design has allowed
me to learn and grow so much, and
it has allowed me take this passion
I had even further. I’m now hopefull it will allow me to pursue a
career that I love as well.

MISSION STATEMENT
Providing creative, quality designs that exceed client expectations and play a role in the growth
of their brand’s image.

VALUES
I love creating new designs, thinking of new ideas and even more so,
putting effort to see a final product that I am proud of.
Have my clients feel heard and acknowledged and being shown the same
respect in return. Working together in order to create final designs
that my clients are satisfied with.

DANIEL
ANDRADE
B

E

N

J

I

About Me

Mission Statement

Hi, my name is Daniel Andrade.
I am a graphic and web designer
that is primarily a web designer.
I honestly did not see myself
getting into web design when I
first got into this program. I had
my mind set on graphic design like
layouts, advertisements, posters;
you get the gist. Until I got into
my first web class was it that I
found my love for web design. That
is the beauty about this program.
You learn so many different areas
of design that you eventually find
your calling!

To create an ordered, structured
system of design to claw the gates
of chaos in a monochromatic tone.
My mission is to mesh corporate
companies into creative industries
that perfect the fundamental basics
of design and typographic rules.

Designers
Jean-Michel Basquiat, Josef MüllerBrockmann, Emil Ruder, Wolfgang
Weingart, Andy Warhol. Just to name
a few...

Inspiration
I gain inspiration from materials,
textures and objects around me. My
style is structured-based. A lot of
my interest sparks from early swiss
design. I like minimalism, and I
search for simplicity in all things
complicated.

MICROMEDIA 2021
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olivia ansuini

“

Design
is,
literally,
purposeful planning. Graphic Design, then, is the form
those plans will take.

”

-Chipp Kidd

ABOUT ME!
I am a graphic designer who has a passion for print design. I love to
use color in everything I do and use my knowledge of the Adobe Suite to
make designs that I love for myself and others. My mission is to make my
clients’ design dreams a reality because I love to create and help others
achieve their goals. When I graduate, I hope to acquire a job that allows
me to continue to grow and refine my skills so that I can be a better
version of myself than when I graduated from the OSTMH program. One designer that started this journey for me was Chipp Kidd, I always loved
his book cover designs. When I saw the book cover for the Jurassic Park
book he designed, I was hooked. I wanted to be like him and be able to
one day create designs that others can be inspired by and 3 years later,
I am one step closer to making my dreams a reality!

BOOTSTRAP
CSS
FILEZILLA
GSAP
HTML
JQUERY
JAVASCRIPT
MYSQL
PHP
SUBLIME
VISUAL STUDIO CODE
WORDPRESS

EB

ILLUSTRATOR
PHOTOSHOP
INDESIGN
LIGHTROOM
PREMIER PRO
AUDITION
ACROBAT
WORD
EXECL
POWERPOINT
TEAMS
ONE DRIVE

Ai

RAPHIC
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TECHNOLOGIES & TOOLS USED
IN THE PROGRAM
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ABOUT ME
Hi my name is Galine Bakkalian! I am a
crative graphic designer with a bubbly
personality in montreal. I personally love all
mostgenres
art because
of art Ibecause
believe
I
there’s
believe there’s
beauty in
beauty
everything.
in everything.
I love
exploring
I love exploring
new styles
new styles
and newandforms
new
of
forms
self-expression
of self-expression
to improve
to myself.
improve
My
myself.
design
My phillosophy
design philosophy
is chatoic
is chaand
colorful.
otic and colorful.
I tend to Ibe
tend
a patient
to be aperpason
tientwith
person
honest
withopinions.
honest opinions.
I am also
I
very
am also
friendly
very friendly
which helps
whichpeople
helps feel
peomore
ple feel
comfortable
more comfortable
and at ease.
and at ease.

MISSION STATMENT
My goal as a graphic designer is to
offer and
and provide
provide my
my clients
clients great
with
service
great service
and conceptual
and conceptual
designs.
designs.
I will
creatively
I will creatively
and professionally
and professionally
bring
each
bringdesign
each design
to life
toby
life
using
by using
my
my
knowledge, patience and most importantly creativity.
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EXAMPLES OF MY WORK
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Galine Bakkalian
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MISSION STATEMENT

ABOUT
Often known as the emo kid, I can
now proudy say that I am also a web
and graphic designer, after 3 years
of studying it at Vanier College.
I hope to get opportunities to
travel a lot and use my work for
the greater good around the world.
I want to contribute to good causes
and to the change that this world
needs.I hope to always make at
least one person happy with my work
and to feel proud of what I stand
for. Originally, I thought I was
going to be into coding rather than
graphic design, but in the second
year I had a change of heart and I
started liking advertisement more.

My goal is to bring a positive
change, to make a difference where
it matters and to make sure that
people who aren’t sure how to
express
themselves
get
heard.
I
want
to
make
people
feel
successful and important with my
work. My promise to my clients is
that they will be listened to and
cared for properly.

alex banea

alex banea

MICROMEDIA 2021
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Alex
Banea
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Baby
Booth
Class of 2021

Can you recognize us when we
were babies?
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JULEE CUNANAN
ABOUT

My name is Julee Cunanan and I am
19 years old. In my final year of
high school, I discovered FRUiTS
Magazine, and not to be dramatic, it changed my life. The colors, layout, and eccentric fashion
styles sparked my passion to create publications. My approach to
design is the idea of standing out
and being bold. For that reason, my
design style is constantly evolving. In short , I love a challenge.

BRAND STATEMENT

I wear my heart on my sleeve.
Every piece is made with time and
intention, with the purpose of
making an impact. Authenticity
will always stand the test of time.

INSPIRATION
I find inspiration from different
practices like fashion and architecture. I look up to creative
minds like Takashi Murakami,
Iris Van Herpen,and Zaza Hadid.

ABOUT ME
I am a responsible and hard-working multimedia student
with good time management skills and strong sense of
initiative and motivation. I am detail oriented, creative,patient, meticulous and willing to learn and
adapt to new circumstances.

Every design is made
with LOVE
Designing is my passion in life, it is the thing that
I love to do daily. My goal is to make the project
look great, by focusing on the details and capturing
the essence of my client’s needs.
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Kardiniyah
Jabbar

sNOtgirL
Issues #1-5
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Lea Faulkner
Collection Edition

MICROMEDIA 2021

an she
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FLETCHER
TARR

she wants you to
e out of control,
the
r boyfriend traded
dsshe
! may or may

I’m an illustrator, editor, and
graphic designer. My hobbies have
always revolved around the arts,
which inspired me to pursue a visual
arts program in high school. Coming
from a traditional arts background
Issues #6-10
heavily influences my experiences
as a designer and an individual.

STEWART
Collection
Edition

an
is
no
c
ion
s blogger living

Collection
Edition

nd the first

1

Collection Edition

t friend too
ask for?

sNOtgirL

1
2

Collection Edition

4

Co
Edi

o’malley &

sNOtgirL

3

Collection
Edition

FLETCHER
TARR
STEWART

I went into the Micromedia program
without any idea of what I wanted
to do in the future. I was hoping
for the best and I couldn’t have
asked for better. Through this program, I met so many cool people and
n blogger living the good learned how to improve my skills as
geles - as long as she
an artist. I learned how to photo
allergies a secret from
edit and draw digitally, which are
ead set on inviting her
oin the group, even while now my favourite creative outlets.
p piling up around them. I couldn’t imagine where I’d be
of SNOTGIRL and the without the experiences Micromedia
ollection Edition Series.
Series has brought me.

L and the third
n Series.
Series

BREDEN FLETCHER
BABS TARR
CAMERON STEWART

BREDEN FLETCHER
BABS TARR
CAMERON STEWART
Bryan Lee O’Malley

THE
COLLECTION
EDITION
SERIES
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MOTOR
CRUSH
MOTOR
CRUSH
Issues #6-10
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is a series of graphic novels
perfect for introducing comic
readers and art lovers to
a world of engaging and
beautifully illustrated stories.
Each volume in the series is a
collection of 5 individual comic
books into one larger graphic
is a series
graphicdifferent
novels
novel. of
Covering
perfect
for introducing
comic
themes
including romance,
readers
andand
art comedy,
lovers toMotor
action,
a world
of engaging
andhave you
Crush
and more will
on the edge
of your
seats!
beautifully
illustrated
stories.
Each volume in the series is a
My design
style
oncomic
illustrations,
collection
of 5focuses
individual
depth,
calm
and whimsical
THE storytelling,
books into one
larger
graphic
themes, and imagery of people and faces. As
COLLECTION
novel. Covering different
described by Barry, my designs communicate
themes including romance,
EDITION
a “gently haunted narrative“. I couldn’t
and comedy, Motor
SERIESthinkaction,
of a cooler description for my work.
Crush
is a s series of graphic
novelsand more will have you
perfect for introducing
comicedge of your seats!
on the

THE
COLLECTION
EDITION
SERIES

readers and art lovers to
a world of engaging and
beautifully illustrated stories.
Each volume in the series is a
collection of 5 individual comic
books into one larger graphic
novel. Covering different
themes including romance,
action, and comedy, Snotgirl
and more will have you on the
edge of your seats!
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SEPTEMBER

THE
COLLECTION
EDITION
SERIES

is a series of graphic novels
perfect for introducing comic
readers and art lovers to
a world of engaging and
beautifully illustrated stories.
Each volume in the series is a
collection of 5 individual comic
books into one larger graphic
novel. Covering different
themes including romance,
action, and comedy, Snotgirl
and more will have you on the

From HOBBYIST
to STUDENT
to PROFESSIONAL

REBECCA

Ann McGuirl

DIGITAL DESIGN EDITION
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1

Surround yourself with
creative people

2

5

Keep a journal

It can get your mind working, and
in a month or a year, when you’ve
gained some distance from what
you’ve written it can give you new
ideas.

6

Watch inspiring videos

Seeing someone who is inspired and
taking part in the hobby you want
to do can remind you how easy it is
to try something new.

7

Make a moodboard

3

Moodboards can help us develop our
ideas or find the feelings we want
to portray in our project.

Draw, paint, doodle

4

Do something new

Play chess, Read a book, watch a
movie, or learn how to cook. Do
that hobby you’ve always wanted to!

8

Reflect on what you see

Every object you see has a purpose,
a design, and an aesthetic to it.
You can take notes as you think
about what you see; it can be outside or in your room. Think about
the colours and shapes that have
been chosen.

MICROMEDIA 2021

creative & inspired

Listen to music
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How to get

Natasha Ber
ABOUT
My interests draw me towards public
issues. I care about living in
a fair society where we use our
common resources for everyone to
get a chance or two...
I wonder about what policies and
laws are necessary in this fast
moving tech world to ensure that we
maintain and improve the democracy
we have received. I wish to work
with an institution, a non-profit
or a company focused on the public
good.
My fun is to create images that
tell a story. I enjoy communicating
one image at a time.
Big thanks to all at Vanier for
the friendly micromedia vibe. Big
thanks to all in Quebec who are
chipping in for our free and useful
college education.
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Barry says... my design DNA
is conceptual, editorial and
centers on people. It has layers
like an onion and integrates
elements like a collage... i’d like
to live up to that!

MICROMEDIA 2021
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ebony Louis Walker
ABOUT

My passion for graphic design
honestly started with Nintendo
instruction manuals as well as
just wanting to learn photoshop
to make bad memes. But throughout
these last 3 years, I’ve realized
it is not all about the memes, but
all the cool things graphic design
allows you to do.
My favorite graphic designer at
the moment is Farid Sukurov. He is
a wizard with photoshop and makes
the most surrealist work with it.
I love how unsettling his pieces
can be. He inspires me to improve
my skills in photoshop and to
think outside of the box.

Design
is where
science and
art break
even.
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Feel Free to take a look at some of my most recent work.
You can either Scan the QR Code or visit :
https://2022.micromediaweb.com/home/1784988/ to view more projects.

Damiano
Masella .
ABOUT
My current studies in Micromedia at Vanier college have allowed me to
develop my creativity, work ethic, problem solving abilities and aptitude
which allows me to be the ideal candidate for any project. I push myself
to the limits and beyond and aim to break the boundaries of design every
time. When it comes to ensuring complete client satisfaction, I believe that
teamwork and flexibility are most important.

BRAND STATEMENT
I value communication, trustworthiness and satisfaction. I believe in
communicating with clients is important as it is crucial for both parties
to be on the same page. I only want to fulfill my client’s needs by
knowing that they can continuously depend on on me to get the task done.

There are three responses to a piece of design
- yes,no and WOW! Wow is the one to aim for.

- MILTION GLASER

PREVENT IRRITATION
ELIMINATE PRICKLES
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PORTFOLIO
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DESIGNER
MUCH LAYOUT

VERY FASCINATE

WOW

SUCH DESIGN

MEMES
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Rebecca- Ann McGuirl

“The works must be conceived with fire in the soul
but executed with clinical
coolness.” – Joan Miro

ABOUT
My name is Rebecca and if I’m not in
front of a computer designing you
can catch me lacing up my cleats
before a rugby game. I have always
had a passion for art and design.
Yet, prior to enrolling in the Micromedia program, it was merely a
hobby, much like sports. This program has provided me with a newfound appreciation and excitement
for design and I can’t wait to pursue it even further. As a graphic designer, I value communication
and creativity. It is equally important to me to challenge myself
and step out of my comfort zone.
Soon, I hope to be traveling and
incorporating every new experience
into my designs.

FAVOURITE DESIGNERS

Jennet Liaw
Lauren Hom
Timothy Goodman
Tyler Pate

P I Z Z U T I

Hi, my name is Kayla Pizzuti.
I’m a graphic designer located
in Montreal, Quebec.
My goal is to help people by
creating visual designs and
concepts by responding to your
needs and preferences in order
to make your brand grow.
Given my cultural background, I use my natural talent
for communication, and I also use my organizational
skills to impact the graphic and web design industry.
My main strengths are logo design, brand identity, advertising, and social media. I can go from designing
brand identities to creating eye-catching advertisements to publication designs and much more.

K A Y L A

SOCIAL
Instagram

→

@pizzutidesigns

Behance

→

@kaylapizzuti

LinkedIn

→

@kaylapizzuti

FAVORITE DESIGNERS
Michael Bierut
Massimo Vignelli
Otl Aicher

Check out my work!
www.pizzutidesigns.com

Work with me!
info@pizzutidesigns.com

MICROMEDIA 2021
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ABOUT

ABOUT ME
Well, what you see is pretty much
what you get! Short, sweet, and
innocent. Just kidding, I like to
think I’m funny sometimes. Hey! my
name’s Alliah, I’m a graphic designer and I am much more complex
than people perceive me to be. Likewise, as a designer I believe that
even the simplest designs have a
deeper meaning. Throughout my college life, I have experienced joy,
sadness, stress, and a whole lot of
failures. It was a roller coaster
ride, but it taught me how to have
some grit and to never give up no
matter how low one may feel. Nonetheless, I would say I had a great
overall experience in college because I was able to meet great people that I hope would be a part of
my life forever.

“Success is not final; failure is not fatal:
It is the courage to continue that counts.”
- Winston S. Churchill

ket
c
o
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Alliah Shaira Robosa
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assembling projects,
like the record or
the book jacket.

The classes with
Peter where we
played Jeopardy!

Working with
Photoshop in
Peter’s photo
editing classes.

Sketching outside
on campus in the
first semester.

Our first day, when
Peter told us his
inspiring and
interesting life story.

Jeopardy with
Peter and his silly
questions, which
made us all laugh.

Running around

Cheese
Burger.

and stressing to
finish constructing
Peter’s projects.

The watermelon
card game with
Peter in the
first semester.

Peter’s photoshoot.
We all bonded and
took photos with
each other like a
small family.

When we did a
photoshoot for our

Peter’s photoshoot

magazine covers

in the second

in Peter’s photo

semester. A day I’ll

editing class.

never forget.

Our Favorite Memories...
When we had

Doodling on the
doodle wall.

When we played
Jeopardy in
Peter’s class!

our photo walkabout
and I could just chill
with classmates
and teachers.

I’m grateful for every

Laughing with

moment I had in

Shiyue after hours

Everyone

the program. The

in the mac

hovering over my

best one was

lab, and all of

work station in Hugo’s

Peter’s photoshoot.

Barry’s teachings.

class when no one
knew what to do and
I was the only one
who had the balls

Jeopardy
in Peter’s class
during our
first year.

The photoshoot day

Peter’s photoshoot.

in Peter’s photo

Such a fun bonding

editing class!

moment, with some
memorable pictures!

The first time
creating our
moodboards in
Geneviève’s class.

to ask him for help,

The photoshoot
day that we had
with Peter.

because everyone
was scared they’d
get yelled at.
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Printing and
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SOFIA
SANTOIANNI

ABOUT
Hi! I’m Sofia Santoianni, and I am
passionate about all things creative, especially design. I applied
to the Micromedia program on a whim
one day, and I’m glad I did.
I am a graphic and web designer
who produces satisfying, visually
pleasing designs. I am highly influenced by editorial and fine art,
and that is evident in my work. I
do not like constraining myself to
certain areas of graphic design; I
genuinely enjoy it all, everything
varying from logos to page layout
(even *gasp* web). I value honesty,
teamwork, friendliness, creativity, and quality. My passion for design is shown through the quality
of my work.
I don’t have a favourite designer
but I do enjoy Milton Glaser and
Wolfgang Weingart’s work.

“It is important to enjoy what you do, and for
me, that is to create and
have fun doing it.”

DESIGN INSPIRACTIONS
•
•
•
•

Pinterest
Instagram
Behance
Photography

Mission Statement
My mission is to help companies

My Values
Communication is key when coming
up with designs, and that’s
a quality I value when I’m
designing. I value feedback,and I
am open to new ideas and working
collaboratively. I value honesty
and clarity and try to adhere to
these qualities in my life.

or start-ups create something
that is eye-catching to their
audience. My goal was to always
help

people

the

best

My name is Christina Scalzo, I’m currently finishing my technical
degree in Micromedia and Micropublishing. I am a person who is
confident, patient, understanding and compassionate in what I do.I
have completed several different projects like creating logos,
branding, packaging, posters and web design,using Adobe Creative
Cloud. I’m passionate about creating new designs for clients and for
myself.

“To create a memorable design you need to start with
a thought that’s worth remembering.”
-Thomas Manss

I

can, I now feel confident that
I

can

approach

any

design

challenge

skills

I

have

graphic

with

the

learned

and

applied throughout my studies
as a graphic designer.

About Me

way
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My Projects

Christina Scalzo
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Ahmad Sirawan

#424243

#ec2227

#000000

FAVORITE DESIGNER
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ABOUT
I am a designer & front-end developer
who likes technology and visual art,
and finds a great joy in combining
design and programming to solve a
particular problem. I like to take
on challenges that stimulate my
brain to overcome them.
When I am not designing or coding,
I like teaching myself new web
technologies and looking at current
design trends because this industry
is constantly evolving, and if you
do not like learning new things you
will be left out!
I like to follow structure and order
in my works with room for freedom
and creativity. I value workethics, reliability, and honesty.
Throughout my works, I try to
apply the principle of form follow
function while using geometry,
typography, pattern, and rhythm.

MY WORK

Open Sans
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetur adipiscing elit, sed
do eiusmod tempor incididunt
ut labore et dolore magna
aliqua.

LOGO

MICROMEDIA 2021

#d1d3d4

VISUAL IDENTITY

COLOR PALETTE
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1
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GUESS
THE LOGO
1. Alliah 2. Sofia 3. Julee 4. Kayla 5. Valeriy 6. Olivia 7. Kardiniyah 8. Yinghong
9. Daniel 10. Ebony 11. Damiano 12. Rebecca-Ann 13. Serena 14. Alessia 15. Alex 16. Ahmad
17. Lea 18. Elena 19. Jiawei 20. Christina 21. Natacha 22. Maria 23. Galine 24. Shiyue

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24
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MAria Souvlos

ABOUT
Hi! My name is Maria Souvlos and I
am a passionate and artistic graphic
and web designer. From being a
competitive figure skater for over
13 years to immersing myself in
graphic and web design, I always
find a way to express my creativity.
Choreographing and performing a
solo in front of hundreds of people
really enhanced my capabilities of
communicating my creativity. Once
I started at Vanier and learned how
to apply these skills in the field
of design, I began to fall in love
with it. Micromedia truly ignited
a fire in me that I never had with
school. Since then, I’ve put a lot
of dedication, commitment, and
passion into everything I do.

Inspiration
I’m most inspired by things around
me. Whether it’s clothes, music,
colors, or blogs. As for designers
that inspire me most, my designs
are greatly influenced by Violaine
Orsoni and Jeremy Schneider.

Mission Statement
I’m a self- motivated graphic and web
designer. I specialize in startups,
re-branding,
illustrations,
and
web development. I will observe,
analyze, and take your project from
concept to completion. I have skills
in collaboration, communication,
and visual representation.

54

ABOUT
I am Valeriy Stetsyuk. A visual and website
designer prepared to make changes for the
better. Many designers prefer one side of the
print versus the website. For me, I love both
worlds. In the future, I would love to touch
base with the user experience. I am currently
exploring 3D so that I can expand my website
designs.

Mission Statement
To innovate, expand a brand’s image to the
fullest. My mission is to create, analyze and
improve on any graphic element.

MICROMEDIA 2021
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V a l e r i y
S t e t s y u k
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Alessia Perrotta

ABOUT
I am a creative graphic and web designer based
in Montreal, Quebec, Canada. I’m very
passionate about graphic design. I have been
for three years now. I love designing logos,
posters, magazine covers, brochures and etc. I
like adivertising my designs to get them more
noticable so I can have more clients.
I specialize in Adobe Photoshop, Adobe
Illustrator, Adobe Indesign, WordPress,Sublime
text, HTML, CSS, and Adobe Premiere Pro.

Brand Statement
My goal is to help people grow their companies
and have them attract more clients. Also, for
companies to be proud of their logos and for it
to be visually appealing.

Insipration
I get my inspiration from what ever design I
see. I look and see what I can do to make it my
own. Pinterest is definitly my main source for
inspiration.I find everything on it wether its
graphic design related or not.

Sangiovese (or Nielluccio in Corsica), a
dark-berried vine, is the most widely
planted grape variety in Italy.
Virtually synonymous with the red
wines of Tuscany, and all the
romanticism that goes with the
territory, Sangiovese is the core
constituent in some of the great names
in Italian wine. Italy’s love affair with
Sangiovese – and indeed the
world’s – is generations old, though
recent grapevine research suggests the
variety is not as ancient as once
thought.
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ABOUT ME:
Hello there! My name is Elena Vegas
and I’m a freelance graphic designer and illustrator. I’ve had plenty
of experience doing both artistic
and technical work over the years.
Vanier has been an important step
in my journey. The past couple of
years have proved challenging for
me, but remote learning is a learning experience for us all. I want
to find ways to continue helping
others with my work, however I can.

WHY OSTMH?
I first graduated from college at
Dawson’s Illustration and Design
program. While that program offered
much in the way of variety, I found
that it lacked a clear focus to
help me in my career. With Vanier,
I have already gotten experience in
the field of graphic design thanks
to the stage programs provided. I
am thankful to all the teachers
here for providing me with their
insight. I would have never made it
this far without their help.

“Design can be art.
Design can be aesthetics.
Design is so simple,
that’s why it is so
complicated.”
- Paul Rand, graphic
designer
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Elena Vegas
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JIAWEI ZHANG
My name is JIAWEI ZHANG, I am a Graphic/
Website/UI/UX designer from Montreal, I am
proficient in graphic design and web design,
and can use ADOBE design software proficiently:
XD, AI, PS, PR, ID. I have lived and been
educated in Eastern and the western world.
I understand the cultural difference and the
essence of culture between the Eastern and
the western and incorporate them into my
works. I have many satisfied customers, and
they are all over Montreal and Hong Kong.
My experence included: Web design, Graphic
design,

Packaging

design,

LOGO

design.
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FAVOURITE DESIGNER
PU ZHEN

SHIYUE ZHANG
ABOUT
My name is Shiyue. I enjoy the process of designing. I like sitting
in front of a computer calmly, and
just making creative designs. When
I design, I just feel that this
is really something that I want to
do in the future. My design style
is simple and elegant. I recognize
the value of the message in graphic design. I also pay attention to
details, style and creativity. I am
so glad that I chose this program.

ABOUT
I offers designs that are minimal and
visually appealing. My work for the
most part is very editorial and often
includes a mixture of real life and
abstract elements like colors, shapes
and lines. I like to include
illustration in my work as well.
My goal is to help small businesses
and individuals transform their ideas
into
engaging visual content in order to
improve branding their, create their
visual identity and grow their
audience, for a decent price.
I’m inspired by people, by my culture
and by organic shapes, colors and
textures. I enjoy creating things that
bring people joy and the sense of
accomplishment that comes with it.
My current favorite designers are
Temi Coker & CHUCKSTYLES.
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elaine EdWARDS

Serena Alfano • Daniel Andrade • Olivia Ansuini •
Galine Bakkalian • Alexandra Banea • Yinghong Chen •
Julee Cunanan • Elaine Edwards • Leana Faulkner •
Natasha Huyberechts • Kardiniyah Jabbar • Ebony Louis
Walker • Damiano Masella
• Rebecca-Ann McGuirl •
Alessia Perrotta • Mercedes
Petawabano • Kayla Pizzuti
• Sofia Santoianni • Christina Scalzo • Ahmad Sirawan
• Maria Souvlos • Valeriy
Stetsyuk • Elena Vegas • Jiawei Zhang • Shiyue Zhang

